
Will the Enduro fit my trailer?

Yes. the enduro will fit to any trailer. The kit comes complete with a set of chassis adapter plates that must be 
attached to the chassis and the enduro then clamps onto this plate. The chassis plates are designed to fit to 
any box section chassis (see photo below), come with bolts and nuts and will enable the mover to fit precisely, 
avoiding leaf spring suspension arms, chassis cross members and any other obstructions.

The ground clearance from the bottom of the chassis must be a minimum of 165mm - the Enduro will 
decrease by 50mm.

Will the Enduro fit on twin axle trailers?
Yes. the enduro will fit to all single axle and most twin axle trailer. Refer to the fitting instructions in the 
product manual and if still unsure contact us.

Can I fit the Enduro myself?
Please review the User Manual which may help you to decide if self-fit is an option, or contact us for further 
advice. Alternatively, please contact your dealer or a mobile fitter.

Does the Enduro have soft start and stop?
It has precision control operation and provides excellent accuracy.

Is the enduro suitable for tough road conditions?
Yes. the enduro is tough and durable, ideally suited to the demands of outback roads.

Where is the best location for the mover?
The best location for the Enduro is in front of the axle. However if this is not possible it is usually possible to 
fit behind the axle. Please contact us or your dealer for advice.

Does it fit on a trailer with shock absorbers?
Yes.
Where do I find the serial numbers?
The serial numbers are located on the ends of the motor assemblies: there are two serial numbers, one on each 
motor and both numbers must be provided when completing your product registration.

How much clearance back from the tires do I need?
You will need 16" of clearance back from the tire to have enough room to install the Trailer Mover. Steps can 
be repositioned and waste water outlets can be moved or extended as required.

Buy quality RV electrical parts in our online store.

https://www.carid.com/purple-line/
https://www.carid.com/rv-electrical.html



